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Music Engineering
But can music actually make you feel something truly physical? A team of senior design students are exploring the concept. Working with Drexel’s Expressive and Creative Interactive Technologies ...
Senior Design: Where Music Meets Engineering
The central and overwhelming responsibility for the present state of unpreparedness lies with the government, media and corporate elite, who are engineering the “return to normal” for their own ...
In the face of continuing COVID pandemic: Dangerous “science experiment” being carried out on music fans, musicians by industry officials
Two Huskies channeled their love of jazz, funk, fusion and video game music into a 30-member student-run ensemble that arranges, rehearses and performs songs from video game franchises.
Engineering the Video Game Music Ensemble
Teenage Engineering has recently been in the spotlight for helping Panic create its Playdate handheld, but the company is best known for its brilliant OP-1 portable synth and sequencer. It’s been a ...
Teenage Engineering's Portable Synth Gets a Thinner Body, More Power, and a Heartbreaking Price Tag
In addition to your research in engineering, you also play the violin. How did you get involved with the music program? Playing in the orchestra has been a huge part of my time here. I've been playing ...
The Music of the Skies
Halsey posted a new TikTok video. In the TikTok, the singer is seen during rehearsals for their upcoming Love and Power Tour. A voiceover in the TikTok says, “maybe I should start teasing new music.” ...
Halsey Says They Might ‘Start Teasing New Music’ in New TikTok
the research and development performed at Peenemünde informed many later developments in rocket engineering. "The idea is to change spaces of war to spaces of culture and to give power in music, in ...
New York Philharmonic to Take Residency at Usedome Music Festival, Filling Nazi Weapons Site with Music by Jewish Composers
(Nasdaq: AMZN) is hiring 500 people in Atlanta, making it the latest technology giant to confirm a major Atlanta expansion. The bulk of the roles will focus on rolling out the company’s new product ...
'Epicenter of modern music:' Amazon to hire 500 people in Atlanta as it launches new product
Teenage Engineering is back with a new synthesizer for music creators called the OP-1 field. The new features are great, but they don't come cheap.
Teenage Engineering OP-1 Field Takes Synthesizer Keyboard To A Strange New Place
Dick Millerick set out to create music and found a career grounded in the rhythm of a watch instead. "Mostly, it's all based on time," says Millerick, proving there is a link between his original plan ...
Millerick kept time via music and watch making
The VP of data science and engineering at Wikimedia wants more people to know that a unique path like his could be possible, especially for people of color not well-represented in tech.
How I Got Here: A pivot from music to computer science paved Tajh Taylor’s path to Wikimedia VP
“Our future growth is about more molecules, into more products, and used at higher rates in each application, much like the Apple business model of getting the operating system in the device in your ...
Engineering greener beauty products
Mech, Settje and Sploosh passed around a laptop racing against a draining battery to create a song, rotating to each person every 10 minutes as country music surrounded them in ...
Music group hopes to bring safe electronic music, rave culture to Rapid City
You don’t have to like country music to fall in love with Nashville. Granted, it won’t hurt if you’re a fan of some torch and twang, but Tennessee’s No. 1 destination offers something for everyone: ...
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